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Introduction

Introduction (...)

Rather than presenting a “counter-proposal” or
an “alternative” to the Guggenheim Helsinki, we
want to intervene with a parenthetical insertion
into a chain of logic driven by economic ideology
that confuses need and desire. Although
the brackets of this parenthesis may imply a
built form, the specific spatial design and a
prescribed program are left as an ellipsis. Like the
meaning of an ellipsis realized from contextual
clues, the concrete form should be realized
through informed collective design and public
participation.
While addressing the extant needs of Helsinki’s
cultural institutions, we propose a productionrelated strategy that supports small and mediumsized enterprises through local direct investment
in the related sectors of architecture and design.
This (...) recognizes the needs of Helsinki’s
institutions, publics, as well as the economy,
while maintaining the deeply felt social values
and cultural imperatives that ultimately underlie
the desire to maintain a social democratic
welfare state. This strategy as well develops
a city brand whose symbolic capital is derived
endogenously from the historically specific notion
of an “Independent Finland” and the agglomerate
strength and innovations of small independent
firms. This (...) would perform endotrophically
– inspired by the symbiotic mutualism of the
fungus and the plant – nourished by the existing
public institutions, culture, and communities of
Helsinki, and in turn the (...) will serve Helsinki by
enhancing its ability to better grow and develop its
citizenry, economy, and ultimately the values and
principles of a social democratic welfare state.
Helsinki is nourished from within.

1. A Chain of Logic
The Next Helsinki competition asks us to consider
if spending 130 million euros on the construction
of the Guggenheim Helsinki Museum in the South
Harbor is “really the best use for the site and tax
money?” It asks us to take “as its starting points
the existing structures and needs of the city itself”
and if “there are realizable alternatives to the
trends of luxury branding, mono-culturalization,
top-down decision-making processes and
privatization of common goods?”1
Nevertheless, the city of Helsinki has articulated a
desire to further develop its brand as a global city,
in order to participate in the global competition
of cities, in order to attract foreign investment
(and tourism), in order to create sustainable
employment, in order to widen and deepen its tax
base, in order to continue to maintain the existing
policies of a welfare state and social democracy.
More than just a desire, the need already exists
as Helsinki currently faces a deficit and will be
forced to cut spending in the coming years for
basic services and municipal projects. Yet we
also wonder, “Is this is the only path?”
More than just an anti-Guggenheim proposal or
a submission to a counter-competition, we seek
to intervene into the chain of logic outlined above
with a juncture that addresses the needs and
desires of the city of Helsinki, while prioritizing the
deeply felt social values and cultural imperatives
that underlie an ultimate desire (the maintenance
of a social democratic welfare state) and perhaps
lays bare the problematic assumption of “art
(museum) as economic engine” behind large
scale culturally-led redevelopment projects.
This chain of logic is driven by what is essentially
economic ideology. Nevertheless, let us start
here, as the economic “reality” facing the city
appears to be a foregrounding concern. Dominant
logic or “common sense” accepts foreign direct
investment (FDI) as the primary means of
expanding a production base to create jobs and

therefore increased tax collection. However, any
focus on production-related strategy (rather than
consumption and circulation oriented effects,
which are most often the effects of culturally-led
redevelopment projects such as the Guggenheim
Bilbao Museum) would require more proactive
policy support for local firms and local direct
investment (LDI). Moreover, while a new museum
of notable architecture may, in a relatively short
amount of time, recuperate the city’s initial
investment, increase the number of visitors to
Helsinki, as well as provide limited benefits to
middle and upper class residents, these have
consistently been proven to be mere ephemeral
effects with speculative dimensions that create
social-spatial polarization, with no real guarantee
of diffused growth nor trickle down income effects
as professed by large scale urban redevelopment
projects.
Can we forgo this short term revitalization and
maximization logic, and instead seek a long term
impact that integrates wider urban, economic,
and social strategies, based on the social values
and cultural imperatives endogenous to Helsinki,
a egalitarian democratic society that champions
transparency, a strong commons, a wealth of
small independent enterprises, careful planning,
and innovation? This proposal attempts to invert
“the end justifies the means” rationale, which
privileges the “why” over the “how.” This proposal
claims that the means (to that end) matter; the
means must justify the end, which cycles to
support the means again, and the “why” must be
equated with the “how.”
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A Chain of Logic

2. Consider The Fungus
Almost two decades later the socio-economic
impact of the Guggenheim Bilbao is still
debatable, but there is at least a consensus
that the “Bilbao Effect” operated primarily in
the realm of the symbolic as an emblematic
icon and landmark for a city undergoing an
image reconstruction project.1 Although this
city marketing aspect may have failed as a
mediated objective towards a broader and
deeper urban development strategy in Bilbao,
the representational power of an icon cannot go
unrecognized. Nevertheless, the question that
remains is what exactly does this icon represent?
What are the social values and cultural
imperatives symbolized by the form and function
of this site? What will this (…) reflect back to
the citizens of Helsinki? How will this (…) greet
visitors to city?
While some may be quick to cite the “unique light
and seasonal conditions of the Nordic region”2
in association with Helsinki and Finland, or
even “water as a signature element” in symbolic
and physical proximity to the Kaartinkaupunki/
Ullanlinna site, let us consider instead the fungus.
Or rather, let us consider the relation between
the fungus and the plant. In the widest form of
symbiosis occurring in nature, the fungus grows
on or in a plant’s root, benefiting from the plant’s
food and nutrients, and in turn the fungus aids the
plant by enhancing its ability to take up nutrients
and water from the surrounding soil. The plant, in
a sense, is nourished from within.
The Guggenheim Helsinki intends to demonstrate
a “heliotropic quality,” but what if this (…), its
built form and lived program, could perform
endotrophically instead? While the notion of
“heliotropism” may inspire seasonality, it refers to
only to the awareness and movement of plants
in response to light. The endotrophic relation
is one of nourishment and growth from within
another organism. The -tropic (turning, attraction,
changing, influence) is often erroneously

confused with the -trophic (growth, development,
nutrition), but movement is not the same as
growth. This (...) will be nourished by the existing
public institutions, culture, and communities of
Helsinki, and in turn the (...) will serve Helsinki by
enhancing its ability to better grow and develop its
citizenry, economy, and ultimately the values and
principles of a social-democratic welfare state. An
endotrophic Helsinki is nourished from within.
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Arantxa Rodridguez and Elena Martinez, “Restructuring
Cities: Miracles and Mirages in Urban Revitalization in
Bilbao,” in The Globalized City: Economic Restructuring and
Social Polarization in European Cities (Oxford University
Press, 2003), 200.
2
Most quotations from here forward are direct appropriations
from the $2.5 million feasibility commissioned by the
Guggenheim Foundation, “Concept and Development Study
for a Guggenheim Helsinki.” Ironically, much argumentation
towards an alternative to the Guggenheim Helsinki can be
found in the study’s assessment of the local and regional
cultural landscape, under the “Project Context” section.
http://www.hel.fi/hel2/kanslia/guggenheim/ps/concept_and_
development_study_for_a_guggenheim_helsinki_a3.pdf.

Fig. 1 - The heliotropic sunflower clock was designed by Athanasius Kircher in order to demonstrate the relationship between the sun and
plants. The flower was planted in a cork disk that floated in a pool, allowing it to rotate it’s entire body to track the motion of the sun, and thus
the time of day. Citing it’s failure to work, Kircher notes, “when the sunlight was weak, and itself was as if withered and worn out, it ran slow,
seeking rest.”
Image courtesy of http://www.moleskinerie.com/2008/08/kirchers-sunflo.html

Fig. 2 - The endotrophic relationship between a fungus and a tree. The symboiotic relationship between the two organisms root systems
facilitate mutual growth according to both individual and shared needs.
Image courtesy of http://www.smhv.net/especes_mycorhizogenes.ws

1. Existing institutions, municipal agencies, and SMEs
throughout the City...

2. ... are forced to welcome the dominant force of the
Guggenheim into their cultural landscape.

3. The influence of the global institution assumes a latent
potential for trickle-down visibility and economic development
across the City...

4. ... but a lack of intentional focus and a comprehensive
strategy results only in minor consumption and circulation
effects upon the local service industry, while siphoning off
limited resources that might otherwise be available to the
city’s network of institutions; the G continues to operate in its
own sphere of importance.

A Heliotropic vs. An Endotrophic City

1. Existing institutions, municipal agencies, and SMEs
throughout the City...

2. ... are given a frame for expansion, collaborative overlap,
and public engagement.

3. The various institutions, agencies, and SMEs relocate to
their new site...

4. ... at once reshaping the site according to their needs
and leaving space behind, either as maintained satellites for
expanded operations or as shells for new opportunity.

A Heliotropic vs. An Endotrophic City

5. Additional actors throughout the City emerge...

6. .... and are given support by the newly formed agglomerate complex...

A Heliotropic vs. An Endotrophic City

7. ... in order to create an expanded endotrophic network across Helsinki, anchored and driven by the new agglomerate
complex of institutions, enterprises, and communities.

3. How? An Endotrophic
Agglomerate

As an alternative to seeking foreign direct
investment through the attraction power and
symbolic capital of an exogenous brand
and institution, we propose a productionrelated strategy, composed of both policy
and infrastructure, that grows and supports
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
through local direct investment in the cultural
industry and related sectors of design and
architecture. This strategy becomes manifest
in an agglomerative complex that hosts existing
cultural institutions with needs and desires
to expand their programming (but heretofore
have been unable due to lack of infrastructure).
Of many possible scenarios that could spring
out of the cultural landscape of Helsinki, the
complex might include the Design Museum,
the Museum of Finnish Architecture, and the
Helsinki Art Museum (or the Ateneum and/or the
EMMA), clusters of culture, design, architecture
and related industries SMEs, an incubator
for emergent Finnish enterprises, municipal
agencies such as City of Helsinki Cultural Office,
professional and trade organization such as the
Finnish Association of Designers (Ornamo) and/
or the Finnish Association of Architects (SAFA),
a multidisciplinary residency for a broad range
of international and local cultural practitioners,
as well as common spaces for cross-fertilization
amongst inhabitants and to facilitate general
access and use by multiple publics. In tandem
with infrastructure, public policy measures that
encourage new growth through investment,
restructuring, and tax solutions are crucial to a
comprehensive strategy.
Without elaborating in too specific detail what the
ellipsis within parentheses may signify, the (...)
will nevertheless entail a network of programs
anchored first by plural cultural institutions
with improved and expanded infrastructure
for exhibitions, public programs, collections
and archives, libraries, and offices, as well as
opportunities to partner with each other. These

institutions may potentially serve as resources
for SME clusters, whether as collaborators
or clients, or even as a source of mentorship
for emergent enterprises participating in a
business incubator. The SME clusters converge
across a range of sectors, not limited to culture,
design (both design-intensive industries and
design services), and architecture, but the
role of “embedded design” as an expanded
application of design will help develop firms
in a variety of sectors to innovate, compete,
and grow. Participating SMEs may also be
internationally oriented, engaged in direct export
or activities outside of Finland, reducing their
dependence on domestic economic cycles.
Transnational and cross-disciplinary links may
be further emphasized through potential crosscultural, disciplinary, and entrepreneurial
collaborations with artists, scientists, writers,
engineers, designers, architects, historians, etc.
participating in an adjacent residency program.
This agglomerative network must contain access
points for cross-fertilization, not only amongst
specialized communities, but also for multiple
publics who may encounter and potentially enter
this network through public programs, exhibitions,
open libraries/archives, trade showcases, and
educational programs. Open “unassigned”
public spaces will also serve an important role
in supporting contingent, generative, and informal
use – a “street life” often missing from monolithic
culture complexes. Most importantly, the (...) has
the potential to be a “center of gravity” with a
rich diversity of programs (cultural, educational,
commercial, social) that is a platform for multiple
communities, rather than a singular institution or
an undifferentiated notion of “the public.”
This description of the activity within such an
agglomerative complex can be understood as
an initial programmatic brief of sorts, one that
targets the crucial characteristics already existing
and in need of elaboration within the cultural
network of Helsinki. As the particular actors and

participants of such a significant project will need
to be identified through more exhaustive and
engaged research, so too will the specific square
footages required for exhibition, offices, storage,
infrastructure, open space, etc. need to be
calibrated by these actors. From a participatory
analysis, additional determinations for spaces
of institutional overlap and cross-fertilization will
be made. This would be the next phase of this
project: to work with the city’s myriad institutions,
SMEs, and municipal agencies to best determine
the players; to determine the needs of these
players to be met by such a venture; to establish
the best site on which to gather and spatialize
the complex; and to only then determine the
prescriptive form that this new agglomerative
complex would require and dictate, one that is
generated by its own systemic make-up. Helsinki
is to be defined by, and then nourished, from
within.
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2. The network is composed of localized nodes of activity or concentrations of institutions and assets.

An Endotrophic Agglomerate

HETEROGENOUS CULTURAL NODES

1. Helsinki’s network of public institutions (cultural, educational, government) and common assets
(retail, assembly, worship, open green spaces) are evenly distributed through out the city center.
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3. Each node is composed of its own variety of programs…

4. …implying diverse activities and the circulation of multiple publics.

An Endotrophic Agglomerate
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5. TThree nodes exist in close proximity to the South Harbor…

6. …the Kaartinkaupunki/Ullanlinna site has the potential to link these nodes, with an
agglomerate complex that follows the existing model of concentrating diverse programs,
institutions, and public assets into another node. The agglomerate complex is characterized by…

An Endotrophic Agglomerate

1. GATHERING

2. SME CLUSTERS

Existing institutions, SMEs, and municipal agencies
are gathered onto the new site, taking on new forms to
accommodate their various needs for expansion and overlap.

Some entities may cluster on the site, individually occupying
shared space in order to work collaboratively in newly
formalized relationships.

3. PLURAL CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS

4. CROSS-FERTILIZATION

The site gives the chance for plural spaces, environments for
shared activity, joint ventures between actors, and for hosting
international exhibitions and program.

The configuration of the complex facilitates overlap and
cross-pollination between all the actors through its built form
and the voids between.

5. UNASSIGNED PUBLIC SPACES

6. “A CENTER OF GRAVITY”

A central void(s) provides a public realm, accessible to the
street and the City’s activity, generating, antagonizing, and
reacting to the urban environment that spawned it.

The overall project acts as a center of gravity within the city,
drawing in and combining institutions, SMEs, agencies, and
multiple publics, at once defining and defined by Helsinki.

*A NOTE OF INTENTIONAL AMBIGUITY:
These are not specific spatial designs for the Guggenheim’s proposed Kaartinkaupunki/Ullanlinna site itself, nor a specific
programmatic brief. These massing diagrams allow us to spatially imagine the site’s potential programmatic characteristics.

An Endotrophic Agglomerate

4a. Why / How? Helsinki Is

Small and Likes Being Small
Helsinki recognizes its smallness as an asset.
Citizens produce homegrown small-scale
ventures in many different industries. Following
the sale of Finland’s most globally recognized
company to Microsoft last year, Helsinki
entrepreneurs began to recognize that while there
is no more Nokia, another large enterprise like
Nokia may no longer be desirable.1 Small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) already form
a significant share of the economy in Finland,
accounting for all enterprises (99.8%), over half of
turnover (53%), a majority of employment (64%),
“a significant part of Finland’s export volume,” and
thus are already relied upon for future economic
growth and job creation.2
Smaller firms mainly account for overall growth
in the cultural industry. Production activities tend
to be dominated by small and medium-sized
enterprises, whereas, in consumption activities,
there has been increasing industrial concentration
– which is likely due to the competitive nature
of the retail environment in Finland. Moreover,
the cultural industry has traditionally accounted
for a large share of strong employment figures
in Finland. Cultural industry products have
been growing domestic and export markets for
Finland, as “Scandinavian” design and style have
become fashionable internationally, and such
growing demand has encouraged firm expansion
and new entrants. Moreover, a recognition of
this growth potential and shift in attitude towards
cultural industries as a key part of post-industrial
economies has led to an increased willingness
to invest in these industries: both by people
investing their futures in setting up firms and by
venture capitalists and lending institutions.3
The design sector, which includes design
intensive industries, design services, and artistic
activities, is also dominated by small enterprises.
These enterprises are more growth-oriented
and internationally oriented than average SMEs
overall. According to the first ever report on
the Finnish design sector and the sector’s
economic outlook conducted by Ornamo, the
Finnish Association of Designers, in 2013, ten
percent of design enterprises reported being
strongly growth-oriented, while seven percent of

all small and medium enterprises reported the
same. Over 40 percent of the design enterprises
surveyed were engaged in direct export or other
activities outside Finland, while only 14 percent
of all Finnish SMEs export. The use of design is
reportedly on the increase in SMEs overall. About
60 percent of the design enterprises surveyed
expected their turnover to grow in the following
year.4
Helsinki is compact. Institutions, firms, and
organizations are networked, intertwined and
interdependent. The production, distribution,
and consumption of cultural products work
within a collective framework, and thus policy
aimed at the cultural industry should target
“clusters,” or small firms bound together within
networks, in order to support their functioning and
encourage competitiveness.5 Successful cultural
industries are brought about by concentrations
of employment, localization of activity, and
agglomeration of firms of diverse categories in
dense urban areas, such as Helsinki’s city center.6
This agglomerative strategy as well develops
a city brand whose symbolic capital is derived
endogenously from the historically and culturally
specific notion of an “Independent Finland” and
the collective strength of small independent firms
whose innovations in fields ranging from design,
architecture, culture, and technology have already
helped Finland to be become one of the most
competitive economies in the world.

“Most Liveable City: Helsinki,” Monocle, last accessed
January 16, 2015, http://monocle.com/film/affairs/mostliveable-city-helsinki.
2
“Small and Medium Enterprises,” Findicator, last modified
November 28, 2013, http://www.findikaattori.fi/en/86.
3
Dominic Power, “The Nordic ‘Cultural Industries’: A CrossNational Assessment of the Place of the Cultural Industries
in Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden,” Human
Geography 85:3 (2003): 172-73.
4
“Finnish Design Sector in Numbers,” Ornamo, last accessed
January 30, 2015, www.ornamo.fi/en/survey-of-finnishdesignsector.
5
Power, “The Nordic ‘Cultural Industries’,” 178.
6
Ibid., 175.
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4b. Why / How? Helsinki Is A
“City of Design”
If any global brand is to emerge or is in need of
further development, Helsinki, and more broadly
Finland, is already “best known abroad for its
achievements in architecture and design,”1 but
these contributions still “remain less visible.”2
In fact, “[a]rt and design have always had an
outsized presence in Finland, as they are linked
to industry and business. This tradition goes back
to the important triennials that took place in the
1950s and 1960s.”3 “Given Finland’s remarkable
design tradition, it is unsurprising that design has
permeated Finnish society to a degree unusual
even in other design-oriented, prosperous
countries.”4 This permeates from the personal
level of “mobile telephones, summer cottages,
or home furnishings” and extends to the macro
level in Helsinki’s urban plan, the architecture of
its public and private buildings, an efficient transit
system.5 The notion of “good design” in Helsinki
is design that is democratically accessible and
beneficial to all publics and communities, not just
consumers of high-end luxury goods. As a “City
of Design,” Helsinki is home to “well-known global
brands, such as Kone and Marimekko, popular
events, like the annual Helsinki Design Week, first
class education and research institutions, such as
University of Art and Design Helsinki, and strong
traditions, for example architects and designers
Eliel Saarinen and Alvar Aalto.”6 Helsinki was
recognized by the International Council of
Societies of Industrial Design as the World Design
Capital in 2012 and by the United Nations as a
UNESCO City of Design in 2014.
Furthermore, Ornamo’s recent design sector
survey reveals why Helsinki as a “City of Design”
is more than just a branding strategy and is
a viable area of potential economic growth.
Although, the productivity of Finnish design
enterprises weakened markedly in 2009, it has
since improved somewhat faster than Finnish
businesses on average. According to enterprise
surveys conducted by the Confederation of
Finnish Industries and Ornamo, only 20 percent
of Finnish enterprises on average make use
of design in their operations. Yet, in industry
more broadly, design is utilized by every third
enterprise, and design plays an important
role in the textile, clothing, leather goods and

footwear industries as well as in the electrical
and electronics industry. Design boosts overall
competitiveness and growth, and growth-oriented
enterprises use more design than those that only
seek to retain their current market position or
have no growth goals. As mentioned previously,
design enterprises themselves are growthoriented and have optimistic growth expectations.
The Ornamo survey demonstrated that design
sector enterprises are confident about their near
future, even though the Finnish national economic
outlook seems challenging for the next few years.
All of this simply means there is potential growth,
for not only the design sector but for other growthoriented industries to utilize design, particularly
considering an ongoing emphasis on “embedded
design” in Helsinki since its year as the World
Design Capital (with “embedded design” as its
theme). The trend for embedding design means
that more and more organizations are employing
designers as a source of unspecified but strategic
problem-solving capacity, thus yielding another
potential growth area in services and innovation.
With a strong planning culture and a long history
of public design, Helsinkians understand that
good design goes beyond products, publications,
brand marks, and communication devices. An
expanded notion of design extends from a
traditional “problem-solving” definition with an
objective goal to seeing design as an ongoing
“inquiry.” A potential incubator, laboratory,
or think tank in this agglomerative complex,
with municipal, institutional, and commercial
collaborators, could lead the research and
experimentation in this emergent area.

“Concept and Development Study for a Guggenheim
Helsinki,” 27.
2
Ibid., 4.
3
Ibid., 52.
4
Ibid., 27.
5
“World Design Capital | Past Capital: Helsinki,” International
Council of Societies of Industrial Design, last accessed
December 7, 2014, http://www.worlddesigncapital.com/worlddesign-capitals/past-capital-helsinki/.
6
“Finnish Design Sector in Numbers.”
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A “City of Design”

4c. Why / How? Helsinki
Needs and Wants It
Finally, the significance of anchoring this
agglomeration of SMEs with cultural institutions
such as the Design Museum and the Museum
of Finnish Architecture cannot be emphasized
enough as strategic resources for multidirectional
collaborations, an incubator for innovations with
commercial and educational applications, and for
public benefit.
Since 1986, there has long been a need and
desire for the Design Museum and the Museum
of Finnish Architecture to merge/expand into
one center. As part of the World Design Capital
2012, the museums conducted an architectural
competition for a new center of architecture
and design, a building that would be located
on what is now a parking lot that separates the
two museums. In 1986, a competition for a
building to be constructed at the site as a shared
extension for the two museums was organized,
but due to economic difficulties the building
was not constructed and continues to remain in
limbo. There were hopes that this building project
would “foster more collaboration between the
neighboring museums, enabling joint programs
and exhibitions on Finnish architecture and
design.”1
Moreover, a lack of space for storage, exhibitions,
public programs, and amenities have been
identified as existing needs for the Helsinki Art
Museum, Espoo Museum of Modern Art (EMMA),
Ateneum, as well as the Design Museum and
Museum of Finnish Architecture, in order to
expand their programming. Both the Kiasma
and the Design Museum have expressed a
desire for more opportunities to engage with
living practitioners, i.e., artists and designers.
Meanwhile, the Helsinki Art Museum lacks a
clear, cohesive brand identity due to its disparate
locations.2
“Concept and Development Study for a Guggenheim
Helsinki,” 30, 42.
2
Ibid., 30-43.
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SPACE
The Museum of Finnish
Architecture’s biggest
challenge is a lack of space:
lack of exhibition space,
storage, an auditorium, and
workshop space This limits
exhibitions and educational
programming. The majority of
archives are housed off-site.
The building is a designated
landmark and very little
can be done to alter to
accommodate the museum’s
needs. The Museum is
exploring new venues and
opportunities for expansion
in addition to the new center
of architecture and design.
Meanwhile, many larger
scale program are held off
site or in the periods between
exhibitions.

SPACE
The Design Museum’s
building constrains its
program and ability to host
and develop large-scale
exhibitions.

SPACE
The past rate of acquisitions
is troubling to HAM
leadership, which worries
about limited storage space.
In terms of square footage,
the HAM is the smallest of
the region’s four major art
museums (which include
Ateneum, Kiasma, and
EMMA) There is discussion
of uniting the HAM’s
collections operations in one
facility, ideally one that is
purpose built.

FUNDS
The Museum’s impact
extends beyond Finland
through traveling exhibitions.
Its local audiences, however,
overlap very little with
audiences for other Helsinki
cultural destinations.

PROGRAM
The museum’s marketing
budget is limited, and the
museum receives virtually
no support from the City of
Helsinki.

IDENTITY
HAM brand not well served
by disparate facilities: there
is no clear image of the
institution. In absence of a
strong, united architectural
identity, the museum’s
exhibitions function as its
brand; people come to know
the museum through its
programming rather than
its spaces. Its reputation is
still hampered by museum’s
inability to brand or market
itself on the building’s
exterior. A broad exhibition
philosophy also makes
communicating its approach
difficult.

NETWORK
A planned center of
architecture and design would
provide both the Museum
of Finnish Architecture
and the Design Museum
with much-needed modern
facilities and additional space
for exhibitions, storage, and
educational activities.

NETWORK
The Design Museum tries
to keep strong connections
with design practitioners.
The museum’s website is an
important means of reaching
out to the community,
particularly audiences
outside of Helsinki.
However, sponsoring
companies are encouraged
to use the facilities for
product demonstrations and
stakeholder gatherings.

NETWORK
Creating synergy between
the HAM’s exhibition and
collection activities is
difficult, largely because
of the museum’s role as
steward of the City of
Helsinki’s art collection and
the discrepancy between
its international exhibitions
policy and nationally
oriented acquisitions policy.
International exhibitions
rarely have a connection to
the permanent collection.
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As currently constituted, the Helsinki Art Museum, Design
Museum, and Museum of Architecture exist as autonomous
entities. Despite expansive ambitions, each institution is
confined by a physical domain that limits the extents of its
potential for programming and audience -- and thus, the
cutural exchange that comprises their value to Finnish society.

1.

mono-institutional exhibition
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But if these three autonomous institutions were, instead,
semi-autonomous elements of a broader agglomerative entity,
they could mobilze their collective ambition. This new
proximity could engender collaborative action. In this scenario,
hybrid institutional activity begins to appear alongside the
extant programming patterns.

2.

hybrid exhibition
mono-institutional exhibition
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Initial programmatic hybrids spawn additional patterns of
collaborative activity. The successes and failures of inital
collaborations spawn generation-two hybrids, each with
nascent forms, curatorial distributions, and potential for
interaction with myriad publics.

3.
Want & Need

generation 2 hybrids
hybrid exhibition
mono-institutional exhibition
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Initial programmatic hybrids spawn additional patterns of
collaborative activity. The successes and failures of inital
collaborations spawn generation-two hybrids, each with
nascent forms, curatorial distributions, and potential for
interaction with myriad publics.

4.

generation 2 hybrids
hybrid exhibition
mono-institutional exhibition
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Initial programmatic hybrids spawn additional patterns of
collaborative activity. The successes and failures of inital
collaborations spawn generation-two hybrids, each with
nascent forms, curatorial distributions, and potential for
interaction with myriad publics.

5.

generation 2 hybrids
hybrid exhibition
mono-institutional exhibition

Annual Programmatic Overlap
1. As currently constituted, the Helsinki Art Museum, Design Museum, and Museum of Finnish Architecture exist as
autonomous entities. Despite expansion ambitions, each institution is confined by a physical domain that limits the
extents of its potential for programming and audience - and thus, the cutural exchange that comprises their value to
Finnish society.
2. But if these three autonomous institutions were, instead, semi-autonomous elements of a broader agglomerate entity,
they could mobilze their collective ambition. This new proximity could engender collaborative action. In this scenario,
hybrid institutional activity begins to appear alongside the extant programming patterns.
3. Initial programmatic hybrids spawn additional patterns of collaborative activity. The successes and failures of
inital collaborations spawn generation-two hybrids, each with nascent forms, curatorial distributions, and potential for
interaction with myriad publics.
4. External institutional activity is introduced to the agglomerate via event. These short term bursts of activity have the
potential to spark cultural exhange between institutional entities, as well as the various publics / audiences they attract.
5. Event-generated collisions lead to new collaborations. In this way, the initial institutional agglomerate expands, and
what was, at first, a juxtaposition of autonomous entities, has transformed into a viscous territory of hybrid cultural
exchange.

Want & Need

Epilogue

It is important to note, not as an afterthought
but perhaps as a caveat, this intervention into
the chain of logic that supports the Guggenheim
Helsinki proposal still relies heavily on an
economic rationale, in order to address the
foregrounding need of the city of Helsinki to
expand its tax base against a growing municipal
deficit, which seemingly threatens the welfare
state provisions of a social democracy. However,
any argument that addresses this issue, albeit
with a strategy that attempts to foreground
the principles and values that characterize
Helsinki’s ultimate desire to remain a socially
democratic welfare state (the collective strength
of “smallness,” a strong commons, open access,
transparency, broad trust in public authority,
comprehensive urban strategy and planning),
with a culturally led development project must
recognize that “[c]ulture is not an actual growth
engine except for a few individual fields, but can
be considered an indirect stimulus provider.”
Even though the Finnish cultural industry
was growing at a higher rate than the general
economy in the 1990s and 2000s, cultural
activities have conventionally been regarded
as a type of small-scale activity that balances
economic trends. When a downturn hits, the
role of the cultural industry usually grows slightly
because cultural activities include several
permanent elements. The share of non-profits
and public activities is significant and the role of
various types of voluntary work is large there.
For the most part, culture is not a primary route
to wealth generation, but is still produced in
bad times even without making any profit. The
employment and GDP shares of culture started
to rise when the economic downturn began in
the latter part of 2008 (3.74%) and their share
grew during the worst year of the downturn in
2009 (3.8%). The share went slightly down again
when the national economy showed some signs
of recovery in 2010 (3.41%). In 2012, both the
employment and value added shares continued

to grow although only a little (3.31% in 2011 and
3.20 % in 2012).
This caveat, in keeping with the premise of
this intervention, means to say that all or any
economic rationale and will be upended by
another economic rationale. The mobilization of
public resources (financial, spatial, etc.) should
be based on a deeply felt social and cultural
imperative on the part of Helsinki’s citizens. This
is why the site’s proposal remains, at least here,
an ellipsis in parentheses

“Concept and Development Study for a Guggenheim
Helsinki,” 30, 42.
2
Ibid., 30-43.
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